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After introducing the concept of feigned Lie triple algebras, we invesugate locat 

syinmetrizability of geodesic homogerieous lert Lie tobps in terins of their tangent Lie triple 

algebras. 

Introductiom 

It is well-known that geodesic homogeneous left Lie _loops on analytic manifolds 

are locally characterized by their tangent Lie triple algebras. In [6], the concept 

of projectivity of geodesic homogeneous' Ieft . Lie loops is introduced : Two geodesic 

homogeneous left Lie loops (G, p) and (G, /!) on the same analytic manifold G is 

in projective relation if they have the same identity element, the same system of 

geodesics m G wrth respect to the respectrv~ canonical connections V and V', and 

the followmg relations are valid among them 

n(u, v, rf(x, y, z)) = n'(n(u, v, x), ~(u, v, y)? n(u v z)) 

rf(u, v, n(x, 'y,' z)) = n(rf(u,' v, x),. rf(u, v, y), rf(u, v, z)) 

where (G, n) (resp. (G, rf)) is the homogeneous system of (G, p) (resp. (G, l!)) 

(cf. [3], [4], [8]). Especially,'if (G, //) is in 'projective relation with a symmetric left 

Lie loop (cf. [1], [2]), it is said to be symmetrizable (cf. [9]) 

In this paper, symmetrizability and local. symmetrizability of geodesic 

homogeneous left Lie loops are studied in terms of their tangent Lie triple 
algebras. To do this, the concept of fergne, d Lle ' triple algebra rs mtroduced in S1 

and ･ some elementary properties of feigned Li'e triple algebras are presented. The 

main theorem is given in S2 (Theorem 2.3) : A geodesic homogeneous left Lie loop 

is locally symmetrizable if and only if its tangent Lie triple algebra is feigned. In 

S3, a condition is found for a geodesic homogeheotis left Lie loop in projective 

relation with a symme~rizable one to be symmetrizable too. Finally, by 'applying 

the result obtained in [12]i symmetnzability of odd･dimensional geodesic ' homo-

geneous left Lle loops is determmed m S4 
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　　§L醐g鵬固阯e耐映釧g曲醐s

　　In　th1s　sect1on，we　cons1der　a　part1cu1ar　c1ass　of　L1e　tr1p1e　a1gebras　composed

of　L1e　tr1p1e　systems　and　L1e　a1gebras

　　DEFINITI0N11　A　vector　space　g　over　a　ie1d　of　character1st1c0，equ1pped

w1th　a　b11mear　system　g週＝｛g，［X，γ］｝g1ven　by

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　B：9×9→9；B（X，γ）＝［X，γ］

and　a　tr11mear　system　gD＝｛9，〈X，X　Z〉｝91ven　by

　　　　　　　　　　　D：9×9×9→9；1）（X，X　Z）＝〈X，X　Z〉，

1s　ca11ed　a五肥卯〃θα勿θ加α（σθηぴo1五κ卯妙θΨ晩榊of　K　Yamagut1［13］）1f　the

fo11owmg　re1atlons　ho1d　among　gB　and　g1）

（1．1．1）

（1．1．2）

（1．1．3）

（1．1．4）

（1．1．5）

（1．1．6）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　［X，一X］＝O，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＜X，X，γ〉：0，

　　　　　　　　　6。，γ，。｛＜X，XZ〉十［［X，γ］，Z］トO，

　　　　　　　　　　　6。，γ，。｛＜［X，γ］，Z，〃〉｝＝O，

　〈σ・κ［X・γ］〉＝［〈σ・κX〉・γ］十［X・＜σ・け＞］・

＜σ，κ〈X，瓦Z〉〉＝〈〈σ，K　X〉，X　Z〉十くX，〈σ，Kγ〉，Z〉

　　　　　　　　　　　十くX，X〈σ，γZ〉〉

for　any　X，X　Z，肌σ，γ∈g，where6denotes　the　cyc11c　sum

　　In　a　L1e　tr1p1e　a1gebra　g＝（g”，g1）），　we　o脱en　cons1der　the　fo11owmg

endomorph1sms，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Bx：9→9；Bxγ：：［X，γ］，

and

　　　　　　　　　　　　1）（X，γ）：9→9；わ（X，γ）Z：：＜X，X　Z〉．

The　endomorph1s㎜s1）（X，γ）for　X。γ∈g　are　caned卿ηα旋グ〃伽o伽of　the　L1e　tr1p1e

a1gebra　g　In胞ct，the　re1at1ons（115）and（116）mean　that　every　mner　der1vat1on

1s　a　der1vat1on　of　both　of　g”and　g1），that1s，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1）（g，g）⊂DergB∩Der蛎，

where　DergB（resp．Derg〃）denotes　the　Lie　a1gebra　of　a11derivations　of　gB（resp．

g；1））and1）（g，g）the　L1e　a1gebra　of　a11mner　der1vat1ons，ca11ed　the吻〃ぴdぴ〃α〃oη

α1σθ加o．
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A Lie algebra gB With the underlying vector space g can be considered as a 

Lie triple algebra g = (gB, gD) with a flat trilinear system gD ; 

 = {O}. On the other hand, if gB is an abelian Lie algebra, a Lie triple algebra g = (gB, gD) can 

be considered to be a Lie triple system gD, that is, gD satisfies the relations 

 = O, ( I . I .2)' 

(~x,Y,z{

} = O, 

(1.1.3)' 

D(g, g) c Der gD. ( 1.1.6)' 

It is easy to show the following; 

LEMMA 1.2. Let g = (gB, gD) be a Lie triple algebra. The bilinear system gB 

forms a Lie algebra tf and only tf the trilinear system gD forms a Lie triple system. A 

pair of a Lie algebra gB and a Lie triple system gD on the same underlying vector 

space g forms a Lie triple algebra tf and only tf the foll014'ing relations hold: 

(1.2.1) (~x.Y,z{
} = O. 
(1.2.2) D(g, g) c Der gB. 

DEFlNITION I .3. A Lie triple algebra g = (gB, gD) will be called to be feigned if 

gB forms a Lie algebra, gD forms a Lie triple system and the relatron 

(1.3) Bg C Der gD 
holds, where Bg is the inner derivation algebra adB g of the Lie algebra gB 

We obtain the following ; 

LEMMA 1.4. A pair g = (gB, gD) of a Lie algebra gB and a Lie tl'iple system 
gD is a feigned Lie triple algebra tf and only tf the relations (1.2.1), (1.2.2) and (1.3) hold. 

PROOF. This is obtained immediately from Definition 1.3 and Lemma 1.2 
q.e.d. 

THEOREM 1.5. A pair g = (gB, gD) of a Lie algebra gB and a Lie triple system 

gD forms a feigned Lie triple algebra tf and only tf the relations 

Bg C Der gD, D(g, g) c Der gB 

and 

(1.4) D([X, Y], Z)W= [D(X, Y)Z, W] 
are satisfied. 

PRooF. In fact, the relation (1.2.1) is equivalent to (1.4) under the condition 
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COR0'LLARY 1.6. Let g = (gB, gD) be a Lie trtple algebra. Assume t/'rat, gB forms 

a Lie algebra (or, gD forms a Lie triple system). T･hen the relations (1.3) and (1.4) 

are multually equivalent. ' 
PROOF. Theorem 1.5 shows that (1.3) implies (1.4j under (1.2.1). Conversely, 

from (1.2.1), we get 

 = 
 + 
-

Then from (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) the following is"obtained : 

 = Bz
 - 
 = [

, W]. 
q.e,d. 

Also, we can easily show the following ; 

PROPOSITION 1.7. Let g = (gB,'gD) be a Lie triple algebra. Assume that gB 

forms a Lie algebra (or, gD forms a Lie triple system). Then, for any fixed element 

c( of the base field, the trilinear system g~ 9iven by 

(1.5) 
":f 
 + oc[[X, Y], Z] 
forms a Lie triple system tf and only tf the following relation holds : 

(1.6) _ B[9'g] c Der gD., 
COROLLARY I .8. For a feigned Lie triple algebra, the trilinear system given 

by (1.5) is a Lie triple system. 

S2., Tangent Lie triple algebras of symmetrizable left Lie ,loops. 

In [9] the concept of symmetrizability of geodesic hmogeneous left Lie loops 

has been mtroduced. In this section, we consider the tangent Lie triple algebras 

of symmetnzable left Lie loops 

DEFlNITION 2.1. A geodesic homogeneous left Lie l.oop (G, p) on a connected 

analytic manifold G is symmetri_7able if it is in projective relation with a symmetric 

left Lie loop on G. 

The real vector space ~e(G) of all analytic vector fields on a geodesic 

homogeneous left Lie loop (G, /1) (or, on any locally reductive space in general) 

forms a Lie tnple algebra X(G) = (Xs, XR) with the bilinear system 

(2. I ) S; [X, Y] := S(X, Y) 
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and the trilinear system 

(2.2) , ･ R; 
 := R(X, Y)Z, where S and R denote respectively the torsion and the curvature tensor of the 
canonical connection 'V of (G, /1) (cf., e.~. [8]). The following theorem has been 

proved in [9] (Theorem 4 [9]): 

THEOREM 2.2. The Lle triple algebra ~~(G) = (~Es, XR) of a symmetrizable 

geodesic homogeneous left Lie loop (G, /1) is a feigned Lie trip!e algebra. 

PROOF. By Theorem 4' in [9], we' get 

(2.3) ~x,Y,z{S(S(X, Y), Z)} = O, 
(2.4) S(X, R(Y, Z)W) = R(S(X. Y), Z) W+ R(Y, S(X, Z)) W 

+ R(Y, Z)S(X. W). 

Then, we see that ~es forms a Lie algebra, and Lemma 1.2 implies that the Lie 

triple algebra X(G) is feigned. q.e.d 
Let g = T.(G) denote the tangent space of a geodesic homogenous left Lie loop 

(G, I/), at the identity element e. The tangent 'Lie triple algebra of (G, kl) is, by 

definition, the finite dimensional real Lie triple algebra g = (gs, gR) given by 

evaluatihg the torsion and the curvature at e in the Lie triple algebra ~E(G) = (~s, ~R) 

above, i.e., 

(2.5) . S; [X,Y] = S.(X, Y), 
(2.6) R; 
 = R.(X, Y)Z: 

THEOREM 2.3. A geodesic homogeneous left Lie loop (G, kt) on a con~ected 

analytic mamfold G is locally symmetrizable, that is, there exists a symmetric loca/ 

Lie loop P around the identity e of (G, //) such that (G, u) is in projective relation 

with p, tf and only tf the tangent Lie triple algebra g = (gs, gR) of (G, Il) 

is feigned. ･ ' -PROOF. Assume ･ that the tangent Lie triple algebra g is feigned. Then, by 

Theorem 1.5, the relation (1.4) holds for bilinear-trilinear system (2.5) and (2.6), where 

D(X, Y) = R.(X, Y). Let U be a normal neighborhood of e with respect to the 

canonical connection V. Since the torsion S and the curvature R satisfy VS = O 

and VR = O, and since any left translation L* by ' -x e U induces the parallel 

displacement of the tangent vectors along the geodesic arc joning e to x, the relation 

(1.4) for the tangent Lie triple algebra g implies the following formulas for S and 

R, in the normal neighborhood U ' 
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(2.7) R(S(X, Y), Z) W= S(R(X, Y)Z, W). 

This relation is assured on the whole manifold ' G by virtue of analyticity of S and 

R. In the same way, we see that the other relations in Theorem 1.5 hold for S 

and R in the Lie triple algebra X(G). Now, set T= - S/2 and ~ = V - T Then, 

by using Proposition 1.1 in [5], it can be shown that T (resp. - T) satisfies the 

conditions for affine homogeneous structure of V (resp. V), and that the torsion S 

of V vanishes identically on G. Hence, (G, V) is a locally symmetric space with 

the curvature tensor R giveh by ; 

(2.8) R(X, Y)Z = R(X, Y)Z + (1/4)S(S(X, Y), Z), 

which forms a Lie triple system ~Efi on 3e(G) (cf. Proposition 1.1 [5]). The 

neighborhood U can be regarded as a common normal neighborhood of V and ~, 

and, for any x e U, there exists a unique affine transformation ~(e, x) of V which 

induces the parallel displacement along the geodesic arc from e to x in U (p. 252 

[10]). By setting P(x, y) = ~(e, x)y, we have a symmetric local loop P around e 

(cf. [1], [1l]). Denote by n(e, x) = L* the left translation of (G, /l) by x. Since 

n(e, x) is an affine transformation of the canonical connection V, it is an affine 

transformation of V = V - S/2, too. Conversely, since VS = O holds, any displace-

ment ~(e, x) is an affine transformation of V. Therefore, w,e see that // and p are 

m projective relation, which completes the proof of the sufficiency part of the 

theorem 

The necessity part is proved by taking account of the same results as Theorem 

2.2, for geodesic homogeneous local Lie loops. q.e.d 

S3･ Projectivity and symmetrizability 

In this section, we consider geodesic homogeneous left Lie loops in proJectrve 

relation with' a given locally symmetrizable one 

The following result has been shown essentially in [6] (cf. [5], [6], [8]). We 

revlew it in terms of bilinear-trilinear system on the real vector space ~ = X(G) of 

all analytic vector fields on an analytic manifold G 

THEOREM 3.1. Let (G, /4) and (G, /f) be geodesic homogeneous left Lie loops 

on the same connected analytic mamfold G, and S, R (resp. S', R') denote respectivel_v 

the. torsion and the curvature tensor fields of the canonical connection V (resp. V' ) 

of // (resp. l!). If (G, /l) and (G, p') are in projective relation, then the tensor field 

T= (S' - S)/2 satisfies the follovving : 

(3.1.1) ~;x,Y,z{T(T(X, Y), Z)} = O, 
(3.1.2) Tx c Der ~ES n Der ~ER n Der ~Es' n Der ~eR,, 
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(3.1.3) R(X, X) U R'(X, X) c Der~ET , 
where 3~T denotes the Lie algebra defined by T (cf. (3.1.1)), Tse = adT~E the inner 

derivation algebra of XT, and X = (Xs, XR) (resp. X' = (Xs', XR,)) the Lie triple algebra 

with respect to V (resp. V'). 

Moreover, the following formula is valid in ~(G) : 

(3.2) R'(X, Y)Z - R(X, Y)Z = (1/4)(S - S')((S + S')(X, Y), Z). 

Assume that the geodesic homogeneous left Lie loop (G, /l) is symmetrizable 

Then it satisfies ; 

(3.3) Sx c Der Xs n Der ~R. 
If (G, ~') is in projective relation with (G, Il), the relations (3.1.2) and (3.3) imply 

(3.4) . S~ = (2T+ S)x c Der~s n Der3eR. 
By considering these relations on the tangent Lie triple algebras and by applying 

Theorem 2.3, we get ; 

THEOREM 3.2. Let (G, //) and (G, p') be geodesic homogeneous left Lie loops on 

G, which are in projective relation, and assume that (G, p) is locally symmetrizable. 

Then, (G, p') is locally symmetrizable tf and only tf their tangent Lie triple algebras 

g = (gs' gR) and g' = (gs', gR,) satisfy one of, hence both of, the follovvmg relatlons 

(3.5) [X, [Y, Z]'] = [[X, Y], Z]' + [Y, [X, Z]]', 

(3.5)' [X, [Y, Z]]' = [[X, Y]', Z] + [Y, [X, Z]'], 

where [X, Y] = S.(X, Y) and [X, }]' = S~(X, Y). 

PROOF. By assumption, the tangent Lie tnple algebra g satrsfies that gs forms a 

Lie algebra, gR forms a Lie triple system and 

(3.6) ' adsg c Der gR. 

Here, ads denotes the inner derivation of the Lie algebra gs' Besides these, the 

relations (3.1.1-3) are satisfied by gs and gR. By Theorem 2.3, (G, /f) is locally 

symmetrizable if and only if gs' forms a Lie algebra and the following relation holds 

(3.7) ads'g c Der gR,. 

By (3.1.1-2), T= (S' - S)/2 forms a Lie algebra in ;E(G) whose inner derivations are 

derivations of both of ~es and ~~s" Hence by restricting these on the tangent space 

g = T.(G), the following relation holds if and only if gs' forms a Lie algebra : 

(3.8) S.(X, T.(Y, Z)) = T.(S.(X, Y), Z) + T.(Y, S.(X, Z)) 
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for any X e T.(G), which is equivalent to .(3.'5) since T= (S' - S)/2. We see that 

the relation (3.5)' is also equivalent to (3.8) under the relation (3.1.1). On the other 

hand, by (3.2), the curvature R' is expr~ssed in'terms of R, S and S'. Hence (3.1.2), 

(3.5)' and (3.6) imply 

adsg U adTg c De,r gR,,. 

This shows that (3.7) is always assured by (3.5)'. q.e.d. 

S4. Projective double Lie algebras on feigmed Lie triple algebras 

In [12], we have introduced the concept of projective double Lie algebras on 

a given Lle algebra. For feigned Lle tnple algebras, Theorem , 3.2 suggests us .that 

the projective double Lie algebras should play an important role on the tangent 

Lie triple algebras of symmetfizable geodesic left ' Lie loops 

DEFlNITION 4.1. Let g be a Ll~ algebra. A Lle algebra b , with the same 
underlying vector space as g is called a projective double Lie algeb~a on g if the 

inner derivation algebra adblp of b is a subalgebra of Der g (cf. [12]) 

Under the assumption of Theorem 3.2, it is asserted 'that the geodesi'c 
hoinogeneues left Lie loop (.G, /!) is locally symmetrizable if and only if gs' is 'a 

projective double Lie algebra on gs' 'Therefore, by Theorem I in [12] and Theorem 

3.1, we get; 

THEOREM 4.2. Under the sa, me assumption as Theorem 3.2, tf the mamfold G 

is of odd-dimension and tf the Lie algebra gs is simple, then the torsion tensor S' of 

locally sy/nmetrizable (G, /l) is giv~n by 

(4.1) S' = pS, for same reed constant p. 
In this case, the curvature tensor R' is given by 

(4.2) R'(X, Y)Z = R(X, Y)Z + (1 - p2)/4 S(S(X, Y), Z). 

PROOF. In fact, Theorem 1. in [12] asserts th,at any projective. double Lie 

algebra b = {~3; [X, Y]'} on an odd=dimensional real simple Lie algebra g = {~3; 

[X, Y]} with the same underlying vector space ~3 should satisfy ; 

(4.3) [X, Y]' = p[X, Y], X. Ye ~3 
for some real rlumber p. Since the tensor fie,Ids S and S' are parallel tensor fields 

with respect to both of the canonical connections V and V', (4.1) holds on vyhole 

manifold G. The relation (4.2) follows immediately from (3.2) in Theorem 3.1. 

q.e.d. 
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REMARK. The tangent Lie triple algebra g' = (gs', gR,) in Theorem 4.2 above is 

a Special caSe Of feigned Lie triple algebra in PrOpoSition 1.7. In fact, (4.2) iS 

reduced tO the Lie triple system (1.5) for oc = (1 - p2 )/4. 
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